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California District Attorney Association Training Program

The California District Attorney Association (CDAA) has received funding under the

STOP bloc grant program from the California Governor Office of Criminal Justice Planning for

the past two years.  Part of these funds support training for prosecutors, police, and other agency

personnel on topics related to violence against women.  Before STOP funds were made

available, CDAA had offered only a number of training sessions about violence against women

topics, sexual assault prosecution being the most common topic.  Because most domestic

violence prosecutions occur in the municipal courts where the city prosecutor has jurisdiction,

CDAA did not provide a great deal of training on this topic before STOP (none before 1989).

Total STOP funds to CDAA have totaled $1.7 million under 5 grants.  These include the

following.

Grant Award # Amount Grant Period

LT 9514 1059 $95,012 5/12/96-6/30/97

LT 9716 1059 $408,000 7/1/97-12/31/98

LT 9701 1059 $410,000 6/30/98-6/29/99

Augmentation $410,000 6/30/98-6/30/00

Augmentation $410,000 6/30/98-6/30/00

Overview

The initial STOP grant to CDAA funded start-up activities and 2 seminars in 1996-1997,

as well as some limited scholarships for travel expenses or tuition to non-STOP CDAA training.

The 2 seminars offered in this initial period were identical programs on violence against women

in the southern and northern regions of the state.

In the second year of grant funding (and the first full year of operations), 1997-1998,

CDAA training increased to include a Violence Against Women Prosecution Symposium; two

Violence Against Women Trial Advocacy Skills Workshops; and a Train the Trainer Seminar.
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In addition, CDAA used its grant to

• Publish Investigation and Prosecution of Domestic Violence Manual

• Support participation of local prosecutors in specialized CDAA Domestic
Violence and Sexual Assault Committee meetings (travel expenses)

• Tuition support for prosecutors to attend Sexually Violent Predator Workshop
offered by CDAA without direct STOP support

• Support for a full-time professional staff person to coordinate the STOP training
and other related activities, including direct technical assistance to prosecution
agencies requesting assistance and training support to other law enforcement
agencies.

In the third year of grant-funded training, 1998-1999, CDAA offered additional training

and continued its other activities.  New training included

• Domestic violence prosecution seminar

• Stalking seminar

• Sexually Violent Predator Workshop.

The Domestic Violence Trial Advocacy programs offered in 1998 without STOP funding

were not repeated in 1999.  The Violence Against Women Prosecution Symposium also offered

in the prior year was replaced by the Domestic Violence Prosecution seminar; this had been

offered in 1997-98 without STOP funds.  In toto, there were 6 training programs in this grant

period: the VAWA Symposium offered before, 2 trial advocacy courses, and the 3 programs

above.

Related activities under the second STOP grant included:

• Establishment of a brief bank that provides examples of court filings and other
materials (e.g., training videos)

• Publication of the CDAA newsletter Homefront.

• Development of a Sexual Assault Investigation and Prosecution Manual.

Plans for new training in 1999-2000 include more emphasis on reaching prosecution, law

enforcement, and victim advocate personnel in rural areas.  Eight workshops and seminars are

planned including 2 trial advocacy programs, 2 domestic violence workshops, a rural VAWA

training program, stalking and 2 sexual predator workshops.  Scholarships will again be used to

pay transportation costs, with an increased focus on bringing teams of trainees from several

agencies in a single jurisdiction.  In addition, the Sexual Assault Investigation and Prosecution
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Manual will be completed and distributed, a Stalking Prosecution Manual will being

development, and revisions to the Domestic Violence Manual will be prepared and distributed as

needed.  Video training and other materials will also be produced to supplement the above

materials and training programs.

Project Structure and Management

The CDAA program is administered by its executive director, Lawrence Brown, who is

responsible for all its programs.  CDAA is an approved provider of continuing legal education

(CLE) under the California State Bar’s Minimum Continuing Legal Education requirements.

The Domestic Violence Project is administered by Kate Killeen, a former Sacramento County

deputy district attorney.  In that position she was responsible for supervision of the Domestic

Violence Division for 5 years.  Ms. Killeen devotes about 90 to 95 percent of her time to the

VAWA training project.  The remainder of her time is with the direction of a law enforcement

photo-documentation project for CDAA under a STOP grant.

Additional CDAA training staff, Suzanne Hunter and Kristen Gingg, are funded in part

with STOP funds and are responsible for training preparation and implementation for sexual

assault and domestic violence respectively.  Selection and oversight of the seminar training

programs is the responsibility of the CDAA education and training committee, which meets

twice a year.  Other oversight committees include the CDAA committees on domestic violence

and on sexual assault.  Both of these committees will provide consultation on training content

and on topic manuals.  Committee members include both prosecutors and deputy district

attorneys, as well as assistant city attorneys.  CDAA’s publication staff, including its managing

editor and director, are also supported with STOP funds.  A CDAA publications committee also

plays an oversight role.

Detailed Review

A review of the CDAA training programs offered in the first full year of grant-funded

training activities is presented below.  Information is also provided about related activities, such

as technical assistance requests and training provided to non-prosecutor law enforcement

agencies.
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Grant One Activities: Training and Related Activities

Training Programs

The CDAA Domestic Violence project offered four training programs under the first

grant award.  These CDAA training programs included two VAWA Trail Advocacy Skills

Workshops, a Violence Against Women Symposium, and a Train the Trainer program.

The VAWA Trial Advocacy Skills Workshop (December 8-12, 1997 and March 30-April

3, 1998) used an acquaintance rape fact pattern as the basis of the training.  Topics covered

included:

• Voir dire

• Opening statements and closing arguments

• Direct and cross examination

• Protecting the record

• Recanting or uncooperative victim/witness

• Creating and marking exhibits

• Courtroom appearance and demeanor

• Ethics.

The two workshops were attended by 60 prosecutors.

The Violence Against Women Symposium (January 13-16, 1998) focused on developing

and strengthening strategies to effectively prosecute violent crimes (domestic violence and

stalking) against women..  Topics covered in the symposium included:

• Updates in the law

• Dynamics of domestic violence

• Risk assessment

• Protective orders

• Full Faith and Credit

• Recanting victims

• Charging

• Dynamics of sexual assault

• Establishing specialized units linking police, prosecution and victim services

• Multidisciplinary (law enforcement and advocates) interviewing and
investigation

− Federal role under VAWA in domestic violence prosecution
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− Stalking investigation and prosecution
− Health care mandatory reporting
− Underserved populations in sex assault cases
− DNA update
− Forensic examination of rape victims
− Child victims (sic) of domestic violence.

The symposium was attended by 37 attorneys and 73 peace officers and advocates.

The 2 day Train the Trainer program (September 8-9, 1997) featured training techniques

on the first day:

• Teaching and learning concepts

• Defining topic content and goal

• Presentation skills

• Using visual aids

• Creative teaching demonstration

• Creative teaching techniques.

Day two of the program focused on trial advocacy skills instructor training, including

• Fundamentals of opening, closing, direct and cross

• Critiquing guidelines for live critiques

• Critiquing guidelines for video critiques.

The program attracted 32 attendees, not all of whom attended the second day’s session on

trial advocacy; the non-attendees were not planning to teach this topic.

CDAA Non-STOP Funded Training

Non-STOP funded training under grant award one, 1997-1998, on violence against

women topics included:

• Domestic Violence Trial Advocacy Skills programs (2)

• Sexual Assault Prosecution Seminar: (2)

• DNA Workshop

• Domestic Violence Prosecution Seminar (offered in 1999 with STOP funds)

• CDAA Winter Workshop (drug rape track)

• CDAA Summer Conference (sexually violent predators workshop; child
endangerment/domestic violence/methamphetamine interface)

• Battered Women’s Syndrome and Same Sex Issues Seminar
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• Publication of a quarterly newsletter, Homefront, on domestic violence
prosecution issues and news .

Other related activities included scholarships to attend non-STOP funded training and

related activities; the provision of technical assistance to local prosecution offices; and training

to related law enforcement organizations and agencies

Scholarships were provided to prosecutors to cover the expense of attending CDAA

Domestic Violence Trial Advocacy training. Sexual Assault Committee meeting, Sexually

Violent Predator workshop, and Violence Against Women Symposium (travel only).

The project published 2000 copies of a Domestic Violence Investigation and Prosecution

Manual.  Copies of the manual were provided free to every prosecutor’s office in the state and

were also distributed to participants and instructors at POST training for law enforcement

officers investigating domestic violence incidents.

The program director contributed to 1999 the California Peace Officers Legal

Sourcebook materials on domestic violence and court orders of protection.  The program director

responded to technical assistance requests from 14 California district attorney offices, the

California Attorney General Criminal Division, the US Attorney’s Office, 2 prosecutor offices in

Oregon, and a prosecutor in New Jersey.  Additional technical assistance requests that were

received included those from 1 sheriff’s office, the Office of Criminal Justice Planning, 3 victim

advocate/assistance agencies, 2 state commissions, 2 professional associations, and 2 citizen

organizations.  Eight state legislators and the Assembly Judiciary Committee were among those

asking for legislative aid.

The domestic violence program director also provided training to Health providers,

Mercy Women’s Center; University of California, Davis Medical School (fourth year students);

Office of Criminal Justice Planning Victim Services Conference; and CDAA Violence Against

Women Symposium.

Grant Award Two:  Training and Related Activities

VAWA Training

VAWA training under the second CDAA grant award included an Intermediate Trial

Advocacy Workshop and a VAWA Advanced Trial Advocacy Workshop.  Other sponsored
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activities were a Violence Against Women Prosecution Symposium, a Stalking Seminar; a

Sexual Predator Workshop, and a Domestic Violence Prosecution Seminar..

The Intermediate Trial Advocacy Workshop (September 28-October 2, 1998) used a

domestic violence fact pattern as the basis of its instruction of trial advocacy techniques.  Topics

included:

• Dynamics of domestic violence

• Domestic violence law

• Opening statements and closing arguments

• Direct and cross examination

• Reluctant and recanting victims

• Court orders

• Working with children

• Ethics.

Attendance at this program was 35 prosecutors

The VAWA Advanced Trial Advocacy Workshop (December 7-11, 1998) used a drug

rape factual setting to provide advanced training to relatively experienced prosecutors (40 trials

or more).  Topics included in the program were

• Voir dire

• Opening statements and closing arguments

• Direct and cross examination

• Dealing with difficult witness/victim

• Sexual assault issues

• Direct and cross-examination.

Sixteen prosecutors attended this program.

The Violence Against Women Prosecution Symposium (February 8-11, 1999) was

designed for intermediate-level prosecutors, law enforcement officers, and victim advocates.

The overall focus of the Symposium was on developing and strengthening strategies for effective

prosecution for violence against women.  Topics covered included:

• Dynamics of domestic violence

• Protective orders

• Full Faith and Credit in interstate and intrastate protective orders
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• Recanting victims

• Charging

• Dynamics of Sexual Assault

• Establishing specialized units linking police, prosecution and victim services

• Investigative techniques

• Multidisciplinary interviewing

• Stalking.

Attendance at this symposium was 130 persons.

The Stalking Seminar (March 3-5, 1999) provided information on investigation and

prosecution of stalking cases to prosecutors and law enforcement personnel at all levels of

experience.  Topics covered included

• Law of stalking and terroristic threats

• Investigation of stalking

• Risk assessment/probation supervision/threat management

• Victim & law enforcement management strategies

• Protective orders

• Evidence code provisions

• Stalking murders

• Cyberstalking

• Federal jurisdiction in stalking cases.

Attendance at this seminar was 50 persons

The sexual predator workshop (March 23, 1999) focused on civil commitment topics.

The Domestic Violence Prosecution Seminar (May 24-27, 1999) was designed for

prosecutors new to domestic violence cases, victim advocates, and law enforcement personnel.

Topics covered in the training included

• Use of evidence in domestic violence cases

• Offender and victim dynamics

• Introduction to stalking

• EPO’s and DV restraining p orders

• Elder domestic violence

• Domestic violence and children
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• Working with medical personnel

• Primary aggressor

• New interagency programs

• Offender control issues: Prosecution, probation, and parole views.

Attendance at this seminar was 120 persons.

Non-STOP Related Training

Non-STOP related training offered in 1998-1999 by CDAA included:

• Sexual Assault Prosecution (2)

• National Homicide Symposium (DV Homicide track)

• Evidence.

Other Activities

Other related activities included the provision of technical assistance to local prosecution

offices and training to related law enforcement organizations and agencies

Technical Assistance

• Publication of a quarterly newsletter, Homefront, on domestic violence
prosecution issues and news (grant funded as of July 1998) (6,000 circulation)

• Prepared and distributed up-date materials for the CDAA Domestic Violence
Investigation and Prosecution manual.

• Undertook development of CDAA Investigation and Prosecution of Sexual
Assault Manual

• Assisted with planning of Community Policing Institute, COPS Conference on
Domestic Violence (September 1999)

• Provided curriculum advice to California Medical Center (UC Davis), Domestic
Violence Training for the Forensic Examiner

• Helped with development and production of POST Sexual Assault Response
Team Telecourse, Domestic Violence CD-ROM program, and pilot Domestic
Violence First Responder training course

• Governor’s representative to Domestic Violence Advisory Council of state
Department of Health Services

• Member of OCJP VAWA Task Force, Domestic Violence Task Force of state
Social Services Welfare to Work program, and Adult Protective Services Task
Force of state Department of Social Services (guidelines for application of
program to domestic violence victims).
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• Prepared revisions of California’s Peace Officer Legal Sourcebook materials on
domestic violence and court protection orders.

Other Training

The domestic violence coordinator provided training to

• California Sexual Assault Investigators Association annual training program

• Association of Threat Assessment Professionals, 1998 Threat Management
Conference

• Yolo County Sexual assault and Domestic Violence Center staff training

• California Medical Training Center, Domestic Violence Training for the Forensic
Examiner

• 1999 Justice and Public Safety in the 21st Century Conference.

Grant Award Three

A third award to CDAA for the period 1999-2000 will be used to support more training

and to begin production of video materials.  It also includes funds for travel scholarships to

CDAA training for teams to attend the training (e.g., National Homicide program, Evidence

Seminar).  The new training will emphasize reaching out to rural jurisdictions and their unique

problems.  Another new training venture will be an orientation package for new district

attorneys.

Training plans for the 1999-2000 year include:

• Beginning trial advocacy seminar

• Intermediate trial advocacy

• VAWA Symposium to focus on rural county prosecution issues

• Stalking seminar

• Civil commitment of sexually violent predators workshops (2)

• Advance domestic violence program for senior staff

• Domestic Violence Seminar.

Related CDAA training for which VAWA funds can be used for scholarships to pay

travel costs include:

• Sexual assault prosecution (2)

• Evidence seminar (2)
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• Elder abuse

• Ethics

• Sentencing

• Mental Defenses

• Child abduction

• Felony prosecution skills.

Trainee Reviews and Comments

The majority of comments about the program were quite favorable both about the

training as a whole and with respect to individual trainers.  Several trainees were especially

positive about the use of videos to complement more traditional training methods.  The

strangulation session was especially praised.  More critical comments, however, provide greater

insight into how training can be improved.

A review of participant comments at the VAWA Symposium in Year One found that the

most common criticism was poor handouts.  Sample comments included: “Handouts seemed

incomplete ...;” “... should give out materials to go along with presentation;” “Handouts ...

should have been included;,” “would like to have a copy of notes;” “More handouts-especially

on legal updates-would have been helpful.”  Several trainees commented that “[not all] material

you put on screen [was] available in the notebook you gave us.”  One specific request for

handouts asked for a checklist to be used by police in “profiling a potential suspect.”

A second common critical review comment was “Great presentation- needed more time”

or “Presentation was rushed through due to lack of time.”  In the same vein, another trainee said,

“You may want to shorten the presentations a bit to allow for more questioning.”  On the other

hand, one reviewer from a small office said, “Three day conferences are better, less time away

from the office....”

Some of the comments about desired material not being covered by the trainees included

several relating to time constraints such as wanting more discussion of lethality assessment and

dealing with uncooperative or recanting victim/witness.

One comment pointed to the need for how to deal with the simple misdemeanor cases

involving minimal physical injuries that constitute the bulk of the caseload.  Others pointed out
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the absence of any discussion of the role of probation and batterer treatment services.  There

were also several comments that indicated the trainees would have liked to see more of a trial

advocacy focus.

Several other suggestions for additional training topics similarly pointed out how CDAA

has a very broad audience whose needs can not be met by any single training program.  These

included calls for more discussion of the problems of rural offices and of dealing with same

gender domestic violence.

Finally, the comments about interdisciplinary cooperation were often illuminating.  This

is best exemplified by one trainee who pointed out how victim advocates may criticize

prosecutors without any understanding of the difficulties the prosecutor faces in trying and

convicting batterers.  Conversely, another trainee wrote that s/he “felt ignorant about what

prosecutor’s tactics, etc. are.”  Another wrote that training should promote “Advocates being

team players! In cooperation with law enforcement and District Attorney’s Office.”  Another

would like to know how DA’s can “get more cooperation between agencies.”  Yet another asked

what works, what doesn’t “in area of DV coordination between services.”  From yet another

perspective, one trainee asked about including information on the survivor’s experience and

“view of the process which includes a multidisciplinary team.”  One trainee “survivor” indicated

that inclusion of a presentation by such a person would help prosecutors better understand what

domestic violence is.


